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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a systematic application of machine learn-
ing techniques for classifying high-density EEG signals elicited
by face and non-face stimuli. The two stimuli used here
are derived from the vase-faces illusion and share the same
defining contours, differing only slightly in stimulus space.
This emphasizes activity differences related to high-level
percepts rather than low-level attributes. This design de-
cision results in a difficult classification task for the ensuing
EEG signals. Traditionally, EEG analyses are done on the
basis of signal processing techniques involving multiple in-
stance averaging and then a manual examination to detect
differentiating components. The present study constitutes
an agnostic effort based on purely statistical estimates of
three major classifiers: L1-norm logistic regression, group
lasso and k Nearest Neighbors (kNN); kNN produced the
worst results. L1 regression and group lasso show signif-
icantly better performance, while being abl e to identify
distinct spatio-temporal signatures. Both L1 regression and
group lasso assert the saliency of samples in 170ms, 250ms,
400ms and 600ms after stimulus onset, congruent with the
previously reported ERP components associated with face
perception. Similarly, spatial locations of salient markers
point to the occipital and temporal brain regions, previously
implicated in visual object perception. The overall approach
presented here can provide a principled way of identifying
EEG correlates of other perceptual/cognitive tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION

The brain mechanisms underlying the ability of humans to
process faces have been studied extensively in the last two
decades. Brain imaging techniques, particularly fMRI (func-
tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) that possesses high
spatial resolution but limited temporal resolution, are ad-
vancing our knowledge of the spatial and anatomical orga-
nization of face-sensitive brain areas (for review, see [1, 2]).
At the other end are EEG recording techniques with high
temporal resolution but poor spatial resolution. They reveal

event-related potentials (ERPs) that serve as correlates for
various aspects of facial processing. The best-established
ERP marker of face perception is N170, a negative com-
ponent that occurs roughly 170 ms after stimulus onset [3].
Other markers, such as N250, N400 and P600, which oc-
cur later than N170, are considered to contribute to face
recognition and identification [4]. In a typical fMRI or ERP
study, signals are recorded while the subject is exposed to
a face or a non-face stimulus to isolate the brain areas that
respond differentially to faces (fMRI), and the temporal in-
tervals that exhibit major differences between face and a
non-face responses in the data (ERP). Early studies in both
fMRI and ERP employed simplistic signal processing tech-
niques, involving multiple instance averaging and then a
manual examination to detect differentiating components.
More advanced statistical signal analysis techniques were
first applied to fMRI signals (for a review see [5]). Sys-
tematic analyses generally lagged behind in the ERP do-
main. A recent principled approach is by Moulson et al. [2],
in which the authors applied statistical classification in the
form of Linear Discrimination Analysis (LDA) to face/non-
face ERPs and obtained classification accuracies of about
70%.

There are two major goals for the current ERP study:
First, to emphasize higher brain areas of visual processing at
the expense of early visual areas by using a strategically de-
signed control non-face stimulus. Second, and more impor-
tantly, this study seeks to apply systematic machine learn-
ing and pattern recognition techniques for classifying face
and non-face responses in both the spatial and temporal do-
mains. Toward the first major goal, we use a face (Figure
1c) and a non-face (Figure 1b) stimulus derived from the
well-known vase/faces illusion (Figure 1a). The key feature
of the face and non-face stimuli is that they share the same
defining contours, differing only slightly in stimulus space.
The defining contours in Figure 1a are attributed to whatever
forms the figure; as the percept alternates spontaneously,
these contours are attributed alternately to the faces or to
the vase. This attribution is biased, using minimal image
manipulations, toward the vase in Figure 1b and the faces
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Fig. 1. Face/vase illustrations

in Figure 1c, but the same contours are used in both cases.
These shared contours result in relatively similar responses
for the faces and vase stimuli and produce a difficult classifi-
cation task for the ensuing ERP signals. With this choice of
face and non-face stimuli, we bias the analysis towards de-
tecting signal differences that are elicited more by the high-
level percepts (face or non-face) rather than low-level image
differences.

With respect to the second major goal, we note that sev-
eral types of classifiers have been used in previous EEG
classification studies: kNN [6], logistic regression and multi
layer perceptron [7], support vectormachines [8] and LDA [2,
9]. In [10] authors have used group penalty for lasso re-
gression in frequency domain for EEG signal classification
and showed the utility of grouping in that domain. The
present study extends this systematic use of classifiers by
using the ERP signals obtained with the faces/vase stim-
uli to test three major classification schemes: kNN, L1-
norm logistic regression, and group lasso logistic regres-
sion. We perform the classification analysis between two
classes of face and vase responses agnostically, based on
purely statistical estimates, without favoring any sensors or
temporal intervals. Our goal is to use the data to point
to salient spatio-temporal ERP signatures most indicative
of the stimuli classes. Obviously, ERP classification can
provide important applications in neuroscience, such as in
brain-computer interfaces (BCI) and in detecting patholo-
gies such as epilepsy.

The main results of our tests with the three major clas-
sifier schemes are: First, kNN produced the worst perfor-
mance, having to rely on all, potentially noisy, features.
Second, the other two schemes were able to classify the sig-
nals with an overall accuracy of roughly 80%. Finally, the
learned weights of L1-norm logistic regression and group
lasso were able to locate the salient features in space (elec-
trode position) and time in close agreement with the ac-
ceptedwisdom of previous studies, confirming variousmark-
ers of face perception such as N170, N400 and P600.

2. PRIOR WORK

EEG signals are very challenging to analyze due to the noisy
nature of sampling, cross-talk among different channels and,

most importantly, ”artifacts” of routine brain activities such
as blinking or breathing. Independent Component Analy-
sis [11], coupled with other dimensionality reduction meth-
ods such as the PCA, is often used as a tool to recover the
important underlying signals while removing such artifacts.
Nevertheless, the unsupervised reduction methods are typi-
cally insufficient for identification of features needed for ac-
curate and robust classification of EEG signals as the large
variance of input signals does not always warrant its classi-
fication significance.

In contrast to unsupervised data-driven feature extrac-
tion, commonEEG signal analysis approaches focus on fixed
dictionaries of wavelet [6], short term Fourier transform [12],
or other well-established non-stationary signal representa-
tions. However, variability in temporal occurrence of im-
portant EEG events, typically exhibited across different sub-
jects and trials, makes the use of such features challenging,
requiring temporal alignment. Moreover, fixed dictionary
representations, not adapted to data, can be dense, affecting
their robustness and making them less attractive for classi-
fication settings.

In the Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) literature Com-
mon Spatial Patterns (CSP) have shown very promising re-
sults [13] as the data-driven means for characterizing tem-
poral patterns that can be used for signal classification. CSP
is a linear transformation that maps the original signal into
a space where the data shows a high class relative vari-
ance. However, CSP’s applicability is typically restricted
to sparse EEG signals, with well defined temporal bound-
aries, making such patterns less appropriate for settings of
dense signals, such as those in our dataset.

In this work we focus on identification of sparse, data-
driven spatio-temporal EEG dictionaries that directly reflect
our classification objective. Our goal is not only to identify
those patterns as the means of efficient and robust classifi-
cation but to also assert their relationship with established
EEG perceptual signatures such as P100, N170, or P250.

3. PREDICTIVE MODELS

Our goal is to design robust and accurate predictors of the
stimulus classes that can account for high levels of noise/artifacts
in the input signal as well as inter-subject variability. We
also seek to identify a small subset of features of the EEG
signal, the so-called predictive signatures, that contribute to
these predictions.

To achieve this goal we focus on a recently proposed
family of sparse logistic regression models. Sparse logis-
tic regression models are a class of probabilistic paramet-
ric classifiers whose goal is to model the predictive process
while minimizing the number of parameters used in this pre-
diction. In particular, consider the binary response variable
y ∈ {0, 1}, the predictor (feature) vector X ∈ R

p. For in-
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stance, in the EEG setting yi can be the class of response
(face/vase) while the k − th feature Xk could be the mea-
sured EEG signal in channel c at time t. Furthermore, con-
sider the set of N training points D = {(yi, Xi)}

N
i=1

. The
logistic regression model represents the class-conditional
probabilities through a sigmoidal function of the linear pre-
dictors,

log
Pr(yi = 1|X, β0, β))

Pr(yi = 0|X, β0, β))
= β0 + XT β. (1)

The classifier uses the Bayes rule, f(X|β0, β) = arg maxy

Pr(y|X , β0, β). To find the optimal classifier one can con-
sider a number of objectives, such as the square loss [14]
or logistic loss [15], such that loss of prediction on this set
of points D is minimized, while keeping the cardinality k

of the utilized features small, k << p. For instance, for
logistic loss we seek to

min
β0,β

1

N

N∑

i=1

log P (yi|X i, β0, β) (2)

s.t. card(β) ≤ k, (3)

where card(·) denotes the cardinality or the number of non-
zero entries in vector β (equivalently, the L0 norm of β).

Unfortunately, this task is, in general, computationally
intractable. One typically instead focuses on a tractable
relaxation known as the L1 or lasso regression [14] (also
known as sparse coding), reflected in the Lagrangian:

min
β0,β

1

N

N∑

i=1

log P (yi|Xi, β0, β) + λ||β||1 (4)

where ||β||1 is the L1 norm
∑p

l=1
|βl|. Some more recent

work has quantified conditions under which the optimiza-
tion in (4) is guaranteed to lead to the same solutions as the
original objective (3). Nevertheless, in practice the lasso ob-
jective leads to models with few non-zero coefficients that
focus on those aspects of the feature vectormost responsible
for distinction between 0/1 classes of inputs. The objective
in (4) is convex in β, leading to several efficient gradient
based algorithms, see c.f., [15].

Lasso regression focuses on identification of individual
features. In many tasks, such as the EEG signal analysis, in-
dividual features (values of voltage measured by electrode e

at time t) may be insufficiently strong or too variable to lead
to robust predictions. Instead, groups of spatio-temporally
proximal features may serve as better predictors (e.g, short
spatio-temporal signal forms). A typical approach taken in
the community is to design such features using fixed dictio-
naries, such as the Fourier, wavelet, or other bases. In con-
trast, we seek to find those features directly from data, i.e.,
identify compact data-dependent spatio-temporal dictionar-
ies of EEG signals. We use Group lasso [16], an extension
of lasso, to accomplish this task.

Formally, consider the partitioning of the weight vector
β into a set of groups βj , j = 1, . . . , J , where each group
contains a subset of coefficients β (or, equivalently features
X). Let ||η||K be the K norm of vector η ∈ R

d, d ≥

1, ||η||K = (ηT Kη)
1

2 where K is a symmetric positive-
definite matrix. The group lasso estimate is defined as the
minimizer of

1

N

N∑

i=1

log P (yi|Xi, β0, β1
, ...,βJ) + λ

j=J∑

j=1

||βj ||Kj
, (5)

where

log
Pr(yi = 1|X)

Pr(yi = 0|X)
= β0 +

j=J∑

j=1

XT
i,jβj . (6)

In an extension to the lasso regression, Group lasso leads
to predictors with few non-zero or active groups of coeffi-
cients. Here we have considered K to be diagonal.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. EEG Data Collection

Five adults between the ages of 20 and 30 years participated
in this experiment. All adults had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision, and none had a history of neurological ab-
normalities.

Our stimulus set consisted of 60 randomly ordered pre-
sentations of the face and non-face images shown in fig-
ure 1. Each trial consisted of stimulus presentation (300ms)
and a post-stimulus recording period (1000ms). The inter-
trial interval, during which a black fixation cross was pre-
sented on a gray background, varied randomly between 1500-
2000ms. Participants were required to determine whether
each stimulus was a face or a non-face, and responded using
two buttons on a button box. Participants were instructed to
make their responses as quickly and accurately as possible,
and they had 1500ms from stimulus onset to do so.

ElectrophysiologicalRecording and Processing. While
participants were performing the above task, continuousEEG
was recorded using a 128-channelGeodesic Sensor Net (Elec-
trical Geodesics, Inc.), referenced online to vertex (Cz). The
electrical signal was amplified with 0.1 to 100Hz band-pass
filtering, digitized at a 250 Hz sampling rate. Data were
preprocessed offline using NetStation 4.2 analysis software
(Electrical Geodesics, Inc.). The continuous EEG signal
was segmented into 900ms epochs, starting 100ms prior
to stimulus onset. Data were filtered with a 30Hz low-
pass elliptical filter and baseline-corrected to the mean of
the 100ms period before stimulus onset. NetStation’s au-
tomated artifact detection tools combed the data for eye
blinks, eye movements, and bad channels. Segments were
excluded from further analysis if they contained an eye blink
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Table 1. Across subject AUCs for L1 logistic regression and group lasso, in percentage points, for different time ranges.
Test cases L1 Logistic Regression Group Lasso

full 50-100 100-200 200-300 ≥ 400 full 50-100 100-200 200-300 ≥ 400

subject 1 82.40 70.04 80.14 78.48 57.91 88.11 66.45 79.43 68.37 55.77
subject 2 98.26 69.10 94.10 86.11 50.00 92.53 73.26 93.92 77.60 50.00
subject 3 86.88 77.16 86.11 82.72 50.00 73.46 54.78 85.49 70.06 50.00
subject 4 84.78 74.90 82.02 80.83 67.00 87.94 66.01 82.81 79.45 64.23
subject 5 80.74 64.64 91.79 59.64 58.93 91.43 60.71 87.89 59.29 63.93

Average 86.61 71.17 86.83 77.56 56.77 86.69 64.24 85.91 70.95 56.77

(threshold ±70μV ) or eye movement (threshold ±50μV ).
In the remaining segments, individual channels were marked
bad if the difference between the maximum and minimum
amplitudes across the entire segment exceeded 80μV . If
more than 10% of the 128 channels were marked bad in
a segment, the whole segment was excluded from further
analysis. If fewer than 10% of the channels were marked
bad in a segment, they were replaced using spherical spline
interpolation. For the subsequent data analysis we retained
signal ranges from 0ms (stimulus onset) up to 700ms.

4.2. EEG Data Analysis

In our experiments we used L1-norm logistic regression and
group lasso described in Sec. 3, to design classifiers and
spatio-temporal dictionaries for the purpose of predicting
the class of visual stimulus to which our subjects were ex-
posed. We used the methods of [15] and [17] to train the
two classifiers.

In the data pre-processing stage we filtered the EEG sig-
nals by an FIR band-pass filter 8-14 Hz to retain a portion
of the alpha range of brain signals. We then normalize each
channel independently and windsorize 5% of the peak. Each
processed signal forms a 129 × 700 = 90, 300 dimensional
feature vector X = [Xi,t], i = 1, . . . , 129, t = 1, . . . , 700.
For the group lasso setting we formed spatial groups of size
five for each channel and its four nearest spatial neighbors.
Temporal groups were set to fixed size of 10 samples, set at
every 5th sample (i.e., 1-10, 5-15, etc.)

As a baseline classifier, we also use a k-nearest neigh-
bor (kNN) predictor which transfers labels from the training
instances using majority voting to the query instance. For
kNN we used the following heuristic to remove the outliers.
On training data we computed the median of each class as
its corresponding center. We classified the training points
using those centers with k equal to 90% of the cluster size.
We then removed those samples which were not classified
correctly and found the centers again. This procedure was
repeated several times. The resulting centers were able to
classify more than 80% of the training data correctly, which
we deemed sufficient to prevent overfitting. We used L1
norm as the measure of distance between points.

To assess the ability of classifiers to identify established
signal patterns typically used in visual perception, such as
the P100, N170, P250, we contrast the three models con-
structed over the full range of temporal data (0-700ms) with
those constructedwith data limited to specific temporal ranges.
We chose the ranges of [50ms-100ms], [100ms-200ms], [200ms-
300ms], and over 400ms.

We focused on the typically more challenging across-
subject classification task where we test the ability of clas-
sifiers to generalize across different subjects. To accomplish
this we train our classifiers on all but one subject and test the
model’s performance on the EEG sequences of the remain-
ing subject. We report the AUC (area under ROC curve)
scores for all classifiers as a measure of their classification
effectiveness.

4.3. Experimental Results

Table 1 summarizes predictive performance of the two clas-
sifiers across the subjects, as well as the average perfor-
mance. Results for the baseline kNN approach were sub-
stantially worse across all temporal ranges. Average AUC
scores were 51.63%, 54.79%, 56.16%, 63.51%, 58.65%, start-
ing with the full all the way to ≥ 400 range. Without
the aforementioned outlier removal technique in Sec. 4.2
the AUC scores downgrade to 48.29%, 47.26%, 51.46%,
54.8%, 52.70%, respectively.

The compound AUC measure suggests that both L1 and
the group lasso can give effective prediction for across-subject
predictions but varies significantly across subjects. Responses
of some subjects, such as 2 & 3, can be effectively pre-
dicted using isolated spatio-temporal features of the L1 re-
gression. On the other hand, responses of subjects 1, 4, and
5 are substantially better predicted using the group model,
which signifies the importance of collective activity in se-
lect spatio-temporal regions. On average, simultaneous use
of features across the full temporal range of 0-700ms leads
to best performance, but this is also observed if the temporal
range is restricted to 100ms-200ms with the L1 prediction,
closely followed by the same restricted range with group
lasso. This is clearly in agreement with the known role of
the N170 potential in detection of human faces. No other
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isolated temporal range has lead to similar level of classifi-
cation performance.

We next examined the spatio-temporal localization of
features selected by our sparse predictors, for the across-
subject setting. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Results are
shown for average models (over the five subjects) and, as
an exemplar, for one specific subject (Subject 1). The two
left most columns represent spatial locations and (relative)
intensities of non-zero features, accumulated over the full
temporal range. Namely, if βi,t is the weight of the (pro-
cessed/filtered) response Xi,t of channel i at time t, the
weights displayed correspond to βi =

∑
t βi,t. The first of

those columns indicates spatial locations of features present
when subjects are exposed to ’face’ stimuli, while the next
column shows the same for ’vase’ stimuli. The spatial loca-
tions show consistency both across subjects and across the
two models (L1 and group lasso). Group models induce se-
lection of larger spatial groups of electrodes, based on our
definition of spatial neighborhoods. In general and as ex-
pected, L1 models reduce this spread. It is interesting that
the sensors selected by our classifiers mostly lay in the oc-
cipital and temporal areas of the brain, the visual regions
that have been implicated in object recognition.

The right-most column in Figure 2 displays the tempo-
ral distribution of weights, accumulated over all electrodes:
the cumulativeweight is βt =

∑
i βi,t, computed separately

for all positive (face/blue) weights and negative (vase/red)
weights. Again, we observe significant amount of consis-
tency across five subjects. Moreover, the temporal place-
ment of the selected weights shows interesting correlation
with known indicators such as the N170 and P250, with
the weight around N170 showing very strong peaks. We
also observe a considerable concentration of ’face’ weights
around 400ms, which can be associated with N400. The
third concentration around 600ms can be seen as a continu-
ation of the N400. The temporal position of the ’vase’ fea-
tures exhibits very strong peaks slightly before the ’face’
signals, around 120-130ms.

In the case of the L1 model, which enforces no temporal
smoothness (grouping) of selected features, we also observe
strong peaks in some subjects in the range of 50ms-100ms.
Not unexpectedly, the temporal signatures show more vari-
ability than the corresponding temporal signatures of group
lasso model. It should finally be noted that in the case of
L1 model and subject 5 we observe temporal signatures that
deviate from those in all other cases. This, together with the
relatively low AUC scores for L1 on subject 5 and the high
scores for the same subject with restricted temporal range
(100-200), suggests the existence of spurious (outlier) fea-
tures at fine temporal scales. However, group lasso success-
fully eliminated these outliers by requiring collective exci-
tation over larger temporal windows.

It is important to stress that under either of the two mod-

eling approaches our data-driven models recovered specific
stimulus signatures that are very closely associated with,
but not identical to, established indicators. This is signifi-
cant from two perspectives. First, it validates the analysis
methodology presented here by showing that one can pick
out accepted spatio-temporal correlates in a completely ag-
nostic fashion. This is thus a potentially general methodol-
ogy for use in identifying EEG markers for tasks that hith-
erto have not been associated with any distinct ERP compo-
nents. Second, and more specifically, to the extent our re-
sults differ from the discrete ERP face correlates, they sug-
gest that additional temporal epochs, besides just the 170 or
250 ms points, might carry information regarding face per-
ception. Future investigations can probe whether this addi-
tional information is associated with aspects of face percep-
tion beyond just labeling a pattern as a face.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We conducted L1 logistic regression and group lasso on a
novel face perception experiment. The results show promis-
ing accuracy. Additionally, the learned weights by regres-
sion techniques assert the conventional markers of face per-
ception besides pointing to other information rich zones of
the EEG trace. An interesting zone is the period beyond
600ms emphasized by group lasso since it is mostly con-
nected to face recognition [4] (although recognition of in-
dividual faces is not the subject of this study). Group lasso
and L1 logistic regression display similar performance in
terms of AUC, but complementary strength across differ-
ent subjects. Group lasso often gives us more informa-
tion regarding the spatio-temporal salient features due to
extended temporal filtering. In general, the methodology
presented in this paper is potentially a general one for iden-
tifying the spatio-temporal correlates of face-perception as
well as other perceptual/cognitive tasks.
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